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Abstract 

3D Thermal-Electrochemical Lithium-Ion Battery Computational 

Modeling 

 

Rachel Ellen Gerver, M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2009 

Supervisor:  Jeremy P Meyers 

 

The thesis presents a modeling framework for simulating three dimensional 

effects in lithium-ion batteries.   This is particularly important for understanding the 

performance of large scale batteries used under high power conditions such as in hybrid 

electric vehicle applications.  While 1D approximations may be sufficient for the smaller 

scale batteries used in cell phones and laptops, they are severely limited when scaled up 

to larger batteries, where significant 3D gradients can develop in concentration, current, 

temperature, and voltage.   Understanding these 3D effects is critical for designing 

lithium-ion batteries for improved safety and long term durability, as well as for 

conducting effective design optimization studies.   The model couples an electrochemical 

battery model with a thermal model to understand how thermal effects will influence 

electrochemical behavior and to determine temperature distributions throughout the 

battery.    Several modeling example results are presented including thermal influences 

on current distribution, design optimization of current collector thickness and current 

collector tab placement, and investigation of lithium plating risk in three dimensions. 
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Chapter 1: Background 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Lithium ion batteries, already common in cell phones, laptops, and other portable 

electronics devices, are viewed as promising candidates for hybrid electric and electric 

vehicle applications.  This is primarily due to the high energy and power density as 

compared to other battery chemistries such as NiMH and lead acid, which have 

traditionally been used in automotive applications.   Understanding how lithium ion 

batteries perform when scaled up to the large size needed for vehicle propulsion 

applications is important for the design and control of batteries for improved 

performance, safety, and long term durability.  While Li-ion batteries that only last a few 

years may be sufficient for other applications, batteries which can last the life of a 

vehicle, typically considered ~10 years, are critical for the development of cost-effective 

electrified vehicles that can compete in the marketplace.   

Some factors influencing battery durability and safety include state of charge 

operating range, lithium plating on the graphite anode, and battery temperature.  Different 

lithium ion battery chemistries have different ranges of charge and discharge under which 

they are stable. Operating outside of this range can lead to chemical instabilities in the 

electrode material that can cause battery degradation over time or even immediate safety 

issues due to unwanted side reactions.   

Lithium plating occurs when the potential of the anode, measured as (Ф1 – Ф2) the 

solid potential minus the solution potential, drops below the lithium reference potential.  
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When this occurs, lithium ions will plate out as solid lithium on the surface of the anode 

rather than inserting into the electrode material to form LixC6.  This leads to a loss of 

available lithium to store energy in the battery and a blocking of access to parts of the 

electrode; excessive plating can lead to dendritic growth across the separator which short-

circuits the battery and renders it unsafe.    

Batteries have an optimal temperature range over which peak performance can be 

obtained.  Extreme temperatures on either end can lead to battery damage and/or loss of 

performance.  High temperatures can drive unwanted side reactions eventually leading to 

thermal runaway or accelerated degradation. 

These three factors: state of charge, temperature, and potential can vary locally 

within a battery cell.  Gradients are particularly significant with large scale batteries 

operating under high power conditions as is the case in hybrid electric vehicle 

applications.  Understanding the 3D distribution of potential, current, reaction rate, 

temperature, heat generation, state of charge, and other properties is important in 

optimizing the design and control of lithium ion batteries for larger scale applications.      

1.2 BATTERY STRUCTURE 

A battery consists of five basic layers as shown below: an anode and cathode 

between which lithium ions are shuttled, a separator that prevents electron flow between 

the electrodes, and a current collector on the outside of each electrode.  Electrons enter 

and leave the current collectors via current collector tabs, which connect the battery to the 

external circuit that contains the load to be powered or the source for battery charging.  
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As will be described in the results, the location and size of these tabs can have a 

significant impact on overall battery performance.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During discharge, lithium ions are shuttled from the anode to the cathode and 

during charging the reverse process occurs.  This is often referred to as a “rocking chair” 

mechanism.  As will be described in more detail in section 1.4, an electrochemical 

reaction takes place at the electrode/electrolyte interface. In the anodic direction, a 

lithium ion (Li
+
) enters the electrolyte and an electron flows through the electrode to the 

external circuit.  In the cathodic direction, Li
+
 enters the electrode from the electrolyte 

and is joined with an electron from the external circuit.  The separator forces all the 

electrons to flow outside the battery, forcing the current through the external circuit that 

will include the load that the battery is powering.   

The electrodes are generally composed of porous materials, which allow for much 

higher interfacial surface areas between the electrode and electrolyte and consequently 
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Figure 1: Diagram of a lithium-ion battery 
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allow much higher reaction rates and greater electrode utilization than would be possible 

with a solid material.   

A variety of materials have been used as the cathode for lithium ion batteries.  

Traditionally, transition metal oxides, including LixCoO2, LixMnO2 and LixNiO2 as well 

as combinations of those materials, have been used.  More recently LiFePO4 has been 

commercialized as a promising electrode material and is the focus of the simulations in 

this thesis.   While all of the example simulations utilize a LiC6/LiPF6/LiFePO4 cell, the 

model is designed to simulate any combination of anode, cathode, and electrolyte 

provided that the material property data is available for the components.   

  

1.3 PRIOR 3D BATTERY MODELING WORK 

 

Prior studies have used various methodologies to determine temperature and/or 

current distributions in lithium ion and other battery chemistries.  In some models, heat 

generation is treated as uniform throughout the core region of the system [1] [2] [3] [4], 

or include current distribution between cells in a stack, but neglect current distribution 

and corresponding temperature effects along the length and height of a single cell [5] [6].  

Other models allow for local variations in heat generation in 3D, but require pre-

specification of local current and voltage from either experimental data or other 

simulations [7] [8] [9], which limits predictive capabilities. 

Several papers have tackled the challenge of determining current distribution in a 

battery cell.  Bernardi et al present a 2D isothermal electrochemical model for lead acid 

batteries, in which the electrochemical equations are fully solved in two dimensions 
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demonstrating the higher current distributions near the current collector tabs [10].   Tang 

et al. use COMSOL to solve current and potential distributions along the length of the 

battery and demonstrate how extending the negative electrode reduces preferential 

lithium plating at the edges [11].  The model is treated as isothermal with linear kinetics 

and spatially uniform potential in solid film electrodes.  Kwon et al use FEM to study 

potential and current distribution in lithium-polymer batteries and determine current-

voltage profiles using fitting parameters to experimental data as a function of depth of 

discharge [12].   Verbrugge developed a thermal-electrochemical battery model to 

simulate 3D current and temperature distributions in a stack that is most accurate under 

low power conditions as concentration gradients are neglected and the current-potential 

relationship is treated as linear [13].   Baker and Verbrugge also present an analytical 

solution using perturbation analysis for temperature and current distributions in thin film 

batteries valid for short times after the start of charge or discharge from a uniform battery 

state [14].   

Other researchers have examined current distributions in spirally wound batteries 

including Reimers [15] and Harb and LaFollette [16].  Reimers treats stack impedance as 

a constant value that does not vary with time or space and then solves for current 

distribution by treating the spiral cell as an unwound battery with current distribution 

determined by the resistances of the current collector foils and impedance of the cell.   He 

also proposes a method for incorporating stack impedance values that vary with local 

SOC.   Smith and Kim have presented some work simulating temperature and current 

distributions in 3D where potential drop is neglected along the length of the current 
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collector, but temperature effects on current distributions and electrochemical 

performance are captured [17].  Harb and LaFollette combine a 1D porous electrode 

theory electrochemical model with a 2D resistor network to determine current 

distribution in a spirally wound lead acid cell, but use a different methodology for 

determining current distribution than presented in this paper [16].  Notably the work of 

Harb and Lafollete includes the impact of temperature on electrochemical behavior 

allowing for analysis of the thermal effects on current distributions.     Recently their 

work has been expanded to spirally wound lithium ion batteries [18].   In their 

methodology, a guess is made for the overall tab potential and the system solved to see if 

the sum of the local current densities equals the total specified current distribution.  If 

not, a new guess is made for the tab potential.   The solution methods for determining 

current distribution presented in this thesis allow for greater flexibility in applying highly 

variable current, voltage, or power profiles as might be seen in hybrid vehicle operation.   

Another approach taken by some researchers is to use a finite element package to 

simulate the battery, specifying resistance for each element and calculating the current 

distribution and resistive heating.   Initially done assuming constant resistance by 

Bharathan et al. [19], this work was expanded by Inui et al to include variable resistance 

that varies with local SOC and temperature based on experimental data [20].   In Inui’s 

work the core of the battery is treated as homogeneous for the electrochemical reaction, 

but the anisotropy in thermal conductivity is considered.   

Prior work has demonstrated the importance of including the impact of 

temperature on the electrochemical behavior in accurately simulating battery 
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performance [21][22].  As will be shown in this thesis, neglecting thermal effects can also 

lead to large inaccuracies in predicting current distribution in a battery cell.   

Understanding this thermal-electrochemical coupling has implications for understanding 

safe operating conditions as well as optimizing cooling system design.   

The model described in this thesis was developed to better capture the 

performance of batteries used in large scale, high power applications such as hybrid 

electric vehicles where significant 3D current and temperature gradients can develop that 

will influence overall battery performance, safety, and long term durability.   A 

framework is presented for simulating transient battery response on charge and discharge 

in three dimensions with a coupled thermal-electrochemical battery model. 

 

1.4 ELECTROCHEMICAL MODEL 

  

 The electrochemical component of the model is based on porous-electrode theory 

and the lithium-ion battery modeling work from the Newman group at UC Berkeley [23].  

This system of equations is converted to a finite difference matrix formulation and solved 

iteratively using the Newton-Raphson method in MATLAB.   

 As will be discussed in Chapter 2, the overall 3D thermal-electrochemical model 

is composed of a grid of 1D electrochemical models coupled to a thermal model and a 2D 

resistor network to determine current and temperature distributions in three-dimensions.  

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the overall model structure, including the grid of 1D 

electrochemical models that are discussed in this section.   
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Figure 2: Schematic of overall model structure.  Current collector foils are treated as a 2D network of resistors 

and the electrochemical cell is made up of a grid of 1D electrochemical models.   The current enters and leaves 

the battery through the current collector tabs specified at specific nodes on the battery.   

 

1.4.1 Porous Electrode Theory 

 The 1D electrochemical portion of this model is based on the lithium ion porous 

electrode theory dualfoil model developed by Doyle, Fuller and Newman [23].   The 

exact formulations of the equations used in this model are from the chapter 

“Mathematical Modeling of Lithium Batteries” by Thomas, Newman and Darling [24].   

With porous-electrode theory, rather than specifying the detailed 3D structure at 

all points, the solid and solution phases are volume averaged and parameters for each of 

these phases are specified at all points within a control volume.  The different solid and 

solution phases in the electrode are essentially superposed so that they coexist at every 

point in the electrode.  A control volume is chosen that is large with respect to the pores, 

but small with respect to the overall volume of the electrode.  The nature of battery 

electrodes sometimes makes it impossible to fully justify the use of these approximations, 

as the size of individual particles and pores can be of the same order as the thickness of 

Total current in 

Total current out 
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the electrodes, but the simplification of model construction and general agreement with 

experimentally obtained results justifies the loss of precision.   

The material properties are specified to account for the porosity as the multiple 

phases will lead to a longer path length traveled by lithium ions and electrons in the 

battery.  This tortuousity is accounted for by applying Bruggemann’s exponent to the 

conductivity and diffusion coefficients, taking the form: 

� = �������                                                        [1.1] 

Where Dbulk is the diffusion coefficient in the bulk solution, ε is the porosity, or 

volume fraction of electrolyte, and B is the Bruggeman exponent which can range in 

value depending on the particle size and shape distribution.  For the purposes of this 

simulation it is taken to be 2.8 based on the work of Patel et al [25] with battery electrode 

materials. 

Because the two phases are superposed, two additional parameters, the interfacial 

area between the two phases per unit volume of electrode, a, and the volume fraction of 

each phase, ε, must be specified.  This interfacial area per unit volume is mathematically 

calculated by treating the solid electrode material as a collection of uniform spheres 

where: 

	 = 
��4����                                                    [1.2] 

and the volume fraction of the solid phase, εs, is given by: 

 �� = 
� ��� ����     [1.3] 

The interfacial area (a) is equal to the surface area of each sphere times the 

number of spheres per unit volume (Np) and the fraction of the volume occupied by solid 

material (εs) is equal to the volume per sphere times the number of spheres per unit 
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volume (Np). By combining these equations, Np can be eliminated and the interfacial area 

solved for using the known quantities of fraction solid material and particle radius to 

yield the equation: 

	 = ����                                                                 [1.4] 

 

 

1.4.2 Electrochemical Equations 

The 1D electrochemical component of the model consists of a set of six equations 

to solve for the following variables:  

 

Ф1 Solid Phase Potential 

Ф2 Solution Potential 

c Lithium ion concentration in solution 

cs Lithium concentration in the electrode at the electrode/electrolyte interface 

in  Reaction rate per unit interfacial area 

i2 Solution phase current density 

  

Figure 3 shows a diagram of a porous electrode and where each these variables 

applies.  The separator region contains only electrolyte and a non-active separator 

material so only solution phase current density and lithium ion concentration in solution 

are applied there.   

The set of equations were originally developed as part of the dualfoil lithium ion 

battery model developed by Doyle, Fuller, and Newman [23] and take the form outlined 

in “Mathematical Modeling of Lithium Batteries” by Thomas, Newman, and Darling 



 

[24].  Each of these equations will be br

implemented in the simulation.  

above sources as well as [26]

 

Figure 3:  Porous electrode diagram showing where each of the six variables applies.  
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.  Each of these equations will be briefly discussed with a focus on how they are 

implemented in the simulation.  For more detailed derivations of these equations, see the 

[26][27]. 

:  Porous electrode diagram showing where each of the six variables applies.   

1.4.2.1 Reaction Rate: Butler-Volmer Equation 

Volmer equation calculates the rate of reaction per interfacial area (i

based on the open circuit potential, solid and solution phase potential, and resistance of 

), which covers the surface of the graphite anode.   
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The overpotential is (Ф1 - Ф2 – U).  This is the deviation from the thermodynamic 

potential between the two electrodes at the given surface concentrations of lithium and 

drives the rate of reaction of the battery.   io is the exchange current density, which is the 

reference current for the system based on the kinetics of the reaction.  This varies with 

both temperature and concentration and the formulation of io used in the model for each 

electrode is described in Appendix A.   

 

1.4.2.2   Li
+
 Concentration in Solution: Concentrated Solution Theory 

The concentration of Li
+ 

ions in the electrolyte is calculated from concentrated 

solution theory.  As a result of the electrochemical reactions at the electrode/electrolyte 

interface of each electrode, Li
+
 will enter the electrolyte on one electrode and then diffuse 

to the other electrode where Li
+
 will enter the solid electrode phase.  This results in a 

concentration gradient across the cell.  Under very high charge or discharge conditions 

Li
+
 can become depleted at the electrode/electrolyte interface limiting the maximum 

power of the battery.  Because the electrodes are porous, electrolyte exists throughout the 

entire thickness of both electrodes and the separator region and equation 1.6 applies 

throughout these three layers of the cell.  The concentration of Li
+
 in the solution phase is 

treated as uniform within a control volume.      

The full concentrated solution theory diffusion equation from [24] is 

 � ���� = ∇ ∙ �� �1 − !�"�#!�"� � ∇$ + �&#∇∙'()'(∙∇�&#*+,+- − ∇ ∙ $v/ + 	01                 [1.6] 

 

 The first term represents diffusion due to concentration gradients in a 

concentrated solution, the second term is the reaction rate term, the third term is due to 
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convection in the electrolyte (vo) and is neglected, and aj- is the reaction rate for side 

reactions, which is also neglected.    

The boundary conditions are taken to be  

 ���2 = 0                                                           [1.7] 

at the boundary between each electrode and current collector foil.   

 

1.4.2.3 Li Concentration at the Electrode Surface: Solid Transport in a 

Sphere/Duhamel’s Superposition Integral 

The concentration of lithium in the solid phase, the electrode, must also be 

calculated.  The porous electrode is approximated as a collection of evenly sized spheres. 

The concentration of lithium at the surface of the spheres at the electrode/electrolyte 

interface needs to be calculated as this will determine the local state of charge and local 

reaction rates of the battery.   

The basic equation for solid transport in a spherical particle is: 

 ����� = 4�( ��� ����� ����� �                                               [1.8] 

with the boundary conditions 5����� 6�78 = 0                                                       [1.9] 

and −�� 5����� 6�79 = 0:'+                                                   [1.10] 

where j is the flux of lithium out of the electrode due to the electrochemical reaction and 

Ds is the diffusion coefficient.   

Fully solving the above equation would add another dimension to the model and 

significantly increase computation time.  Instead, a simplification, Duhamel’s 
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Superposition Integral, is applied.  This simplification is valid when the solid diffusion 

coefficient can be approximated as a constant.  While not strictly accurate for LiFePO4 

electrodes, it is close enough for the purposes of this simulation.   The surface 

concentration is approximated by taking the flux at each time step as a step change in 

concentration at the surface and damping its effect on concentration at future time steps.  

In the limit as the time step goes to zero this becomes [24]: 

    ����� �;, =� = > ���� �;, ?� ���@�� �;, = − ?�A?�8    [1.11] 

 

The discretized version of this equation used in the model is discussed in section 

1.6.3.  

 

1.4.2.4 Solid Potential 

The solid phase potential (Ф1) can be determined directly from Ohm’s law using 

the following equation [24] : 

B − C� = −D∇Ф4                                                  [1.12] 

 

I is the total current entering the 1D electrochemical model and i2 is the solution 

phase current.  By current conservation, the current in the solid phase plus the current in 

the solution phase must equal the total current, so that I-i2 is the current in the solid 

phase.  σ is the solid phase conductivity and by Ohm’s law ∆V = IR.   

The boundary condition for the anode is 

C� = B                                                              [1.13] 

at the anode-separator interface. In the cathode this is set to  
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C� = 0                                                            [1.14] 

at the cathode-current collector interface.  The solid-phase potential is only defined in the 

electrodes so is unspecified in the separator region.   

 

1.4.2.5 Solution Potential 

The gradient of the potential in solution is calculated from [24] :  

 ∇Ф� = 'к + �9G- �1 − =)/� �1 + ! HI J±! HI � � ∇ ln $                          [1.15] 

The potential drop in solution is due both to the current and conductivity in 

solution (∆V = IR) as well as the concentration overpotential (the second term on the 

right hand side of the equation), which arises from having charged ions in solution.  

The boundary condition is set to  

Ф� = 0                                                             [1.16] 

at the positive electrode/current collector interface.  This boundary condition is defined 

arbitrarily because potential has no absolute value and is only defined in terms of a 

potential difference to a reference potential.  In the model, this defines both Ф1 and Ф2 as 

the potential difference with respect to the electrolyte at the positive current collector 

interface.   

 

1.4.2.6 Solution Current 

The current in the solution phase (i2) is calculated from the following equation 

[24]: 

∇ ∙ C� = 	C"                                                        [1.17] 
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The divergence of the current is set equal to the reaction rate (in), which is defined 

by the Butler-Volmer equation, shown in section 1.4.2.1, multiplied by the active 

interfacial area per unit volume. 

The boundary condition is  

C� = 0                                                                [1.18] 

at the negative electrode/current collector interface. 

   

1.4.2.7 List of Symbols 

a active interfacial area per unit volume 

αa,αc  anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients (generally taken to be 0.5) 

c salt concentration in electrolyte 

cs concentration of lithium in the solid phase 

D diffusion coefficient in solution 

Ds solid phase diffusion coefficient 

ε porosity (volume fraction of electrolyte) 

F Faraday’s constant  (96487 C/equiv) 

f± mean molar activity coefficient of the electrolyte 

h mesh space distance 

i2 solution phase current 

in   transfer current per unit interfacial area 

io   exchange current density 

j total flux due to electrochemical reaction 

к solution phase conductivity 

N flux of Li
+ 
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Ф1 solid phase potential 

Ф2 solution phase potential 

Rfilm SEI layer resistance 

R electrode particle radius 

T  temperature   

t+ cation transference number 

U open circuit potential 

vo electrolyte velocity 

 

1.5 ELECTROCHEMICAL HEAT GENERATION 

  

 Electrochemical heat generation can be calculated from the following equation 

[28]: 

 NO = B �P − Q − R �S�G�O
                                                 [1.19] 

 

Where Q is the heat generation rate, T is temperature, I is the total current, V is the 

voltage across the cell, and U is the open circuit potential of the cell, which is determined 

from the average lithium concentration of each electrode.  This equation includes both the 

irreversible heat generation due to the cell resistance I(U-V) as well as the reversible heat 

generation  -IT(∂U/∂T) due to the entropy of reaction.  The first heat generation term is 

always exothermic and the latter can be exothermic or endothermic depending on the 

entropy of reaction and whether the battery is being charged or discharged.   

 The equation neglects the heat of mixing contribution to the overall heat 

generation.  Other equations are available which include heat of mixing across the 
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electrode including [29], but this still neglects the heat of mixing effects within the 

particles.  Calculating the heat of mixing within a particle requires understanding the 

radial concentration distribution within each particle of the electrode.  Because the 

Duhamel’s Superposition Integral approximation is used as a simplification for the solid 

phase lithium concentration, as discussed in section 1.4.2.3, only the surface 

concentration of lithium is known for each control volume.  This prevents full calculation 

of heat of mixing effects in the battery.  Rather than inconsistently treating heat of mixing 

by including it across the electrode, but not within the particles, heat of mixing is 

neglected entirely in the simulation.  For a discussion of the error this may cause based 

on electrode parameters and discharge rates see Thomas and Newman “Thermal 

Modeling of Porous Insertion Electrodes” [30] 

1.6 NUMERICAL METHOD 

The previously described six electrochemical equations (1.5, 1.6, 1.11, 1.12, 1.15, 

1.17), some of which are non-linear partial differential equations, are converted to finite-

difference approximations and then solved using the Newton-Raphson method as 

described in Electrochemical Systems [26].   Both the solid and solution phase 

concentration equations (1.6, 1.11) are solved using slightly different methodologies as 

discussed in sections 1.6.2 and 1.6.3.   The differential equations are discretized in one 

dimension for a slab configuration with the exception of solid diffusion, which takes 

place in the spherical electrode particles.   
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1.6.1 Finite Difference Method 

With the finite difference method, differentials are converted as follows: 

 5!�!26T14/� = ��T�1 ��T14��W +  X�ℎ��                                       [1.20] 

 5!(�!2(6T = ��T)4�) ��T14�1���T�W( + X�ℎ��                                  [1.21] 

 

For differential equations with respect to time, the Crank-Nicolson method, which 

is implicit and unconditionally stable with respect to time, is applied.   As an example, for 

a simplified version of the diffusion equation used in the model, this would take the form: ���� = � �(��2(                                                      [1.22] 

 �Z[+\1�Z[∆� = 4� ^�T")4 �Z+\[+\)�Z&\[+\1��Z[+\
W( + �T" �Z+\[ )�Z&\[ 1��Z[W( _                 [1.23] 

Where n is the time step, j is the mesh point, h is the mesh spacing, ∆t is the time 

step size, c is the variable being solved, and D is a coefficient that can vary in time and 

space.   

 

1.6.2 Solution Phase Concentration Control Volume Method 

The solution phase concentration equation is solved using the control volume 

method where   

 ∆�∆� = `abc Cd − `abc eb= + �f	$=Ced �	=f                                [1.24] 
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As an example, for the case of mesh point j at the separator/cathode interface this 

is constructed as follows based on the derivation from [27] 

 
Figure 4: Control volume formulation 

 

Overall control volume expression: 

 

��g�ℎ�g� h3$T�)4 + $T14�)4 − 3$T� + $T14�
4∆= j + ��k�ℎ�k� h3$T�)4 + $T)4�)4 − 3$T� + $T)4�

4∆= j  = 

 

l
T14/��)4 − 
T)4/��)4 m + l
T14/�� − 
T)4/�� m + ;T)4/��)4 +  ;T)4/��         [1.25] 

 

Reaction rate in the right control volume: 

 ;T)4/� = kn l3C",T + C",T)4mℎ�k�                                       [1.26] 

Flux out on the right side: 

 
T)\( = ��k��T)4/� �1 − !�"�#!�"� � ��Z+\1�ZWopq � + �+,Z+\/(#
- �'(,Z+\)'(,Z� �             [1.27] 

 

separator cathode
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1.6.3 Discretization of Duhamel’s Superposition Integral 

The continuous version of Duhamel’s superposition integral (Equation 1.11) is 

discretized as follows for usage in the model: 

 5����� 69,�[ = ���,[1��,[&\�∆� r4 + ∑ ���,Z+\1��,Z�∆� r"1T"1�T78                        [1.28] 

 

r" = 	�="� − 	�="14��� ; 

 

	�t� = 2�� v 1d� w1 − exp �−d���t�{|
"74  

 t = =��;  

Where cs is lithium concentration in the solid phase, R is the electrode particle 

radius, Ds is the diffusion coefficient of lithium in the electrode, and t is time.  The above 

series is expanded until within a specified user-defined error, which is generally taken to 

be < 0.01% change in going to the next step in the series.   The full derivation is provided 

in [24] and is based on a Laplace transform of Equation 1.11. 

 

1.6.4 Newton-Raphson Numerical Method 

The iterative Newton-Raphson method is then used to solve a discretized version 

of the original set of non-linear electrochemical equations (1.5, 1.6, 1.11, 1.12, 1.15, 

1.17).  The Newton-Raphson method is also used for solving the set of non-linear 

equations for the thermal model and the 3D current distributions, as will be discussed in 

Chapter 2.  With the Newton-Raphson method an initial guess is applied and successive 
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approximation leads to quadratic convergence onto the solution based on the slope of the 

curve at the current guess.  Given the highly non-linear nature of the equations in the 

model, a good initial guess is essential to get convergence.  The specific methodology 

applied to this model to achieve good initial guesses will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 2. 

For the Newton-Raphson, method a Taylor series expansion is taken around an 

initial guess c
o 

}�$� =  }�$/� + 5!~!�6/ �$ − $/� + ⋯                                    [1.29] 

It then follows that $ − $/ = ∆$ =  − ~��#�5!~/!�|#                                               [1.30] 

Where c is now a closer approximation to the solution from the prior guess of c
o
.  

This is expanded to a multidimensional Taylor series in matrix form that is comprised of 

discretized versions of the set of six electrochemical equations (1.5, 1.6, 1.11, 1.12, 1.15, 

1.17) applied to all of the mesh spaces in the electrochemical battery model.   As 

described in Electrochemical Systems [26]:  

 ∑ r',�/ ∆��,T14 + �',�/ ∆��,T +  �',�/ ∆��,T)4 = }',T/�                                    [1.31] 

 r',�/ = − �~�,Z#
���,Z&\ ,    �',�/ = − �~�,Z#

���,Z , �',�/ = − �~�,Z#
���,Z+\                              [1.32] 

 

Where k is each of the six unknown variables to be solved for and j is a mesh 

point in the model.    

In matrix form [26] this becomes: 
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��
��
����1� ��1�r�2� ��2� ��2�r�3� ��3� 0

⋱0 r�d0 − 1� ��d0 − 1� ��d0 − 1�r�d0� ��d0� ��
��
�� ∆�=G   [1.33] 

 

Where A, B, and D are 6x6 submatrices for the six electrochemical equations 

applied.  The overall matrix is square with the size determined by the number of 

electrochemical equations, six, multiplied by the total number of mesh spaces in the 1D 

model. The system is solved for ∆C, which is added to the prior guess for each of the 

unknown variables to gain a closer approximation to the solution.   G is the value of each 

of the equations at the current approximation for each variable, and the system is 

converged as G approaches zero.    

The matrices generated from this method are solved using matrix division in 

MATLAB where  ∆� = ��                                                         [1.34] 

and MATLAB determines the most efficient way to solve the equation based on 

the matrix structure.   
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Chapter 2: Model Structure 

 

2.1 DETERMINING CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONS 

One of the challenges in developing a 3D thermal-electrochemical battery model 

is determining the current distributions in three dimensions throughout the system.  The 

1-dimensional electrochemical model requires the specification of either a total current 

into the system or a total potential difference between the current collector foils on the 

positive and negative electrodes.  In the case of a full 3D battery cell, only the total 

voltage, total current or total power at the current collector tabs is specified; the local 

current and potential difference between adjacent negative and positive current collectors 

is unknown.  These values can vary quite substantially throughout the system.    

Converting the set of electrochemical equations into three dimensions and fully 

solving for the system would be computationally intensive.  It would also be difficult to 

reliably get convergence given the highly non-linear nature of some of the equations.  

Instead the problem is handled by converting the current collector foils into a network of 

resistors and utilizing the 1D electrochemical model to develop an equation for how 

current varies with voltage across the electrochemical cell. 

The concept of converting the battery into a network of resistors has been 

previously proposed by Tiedemann and Newman for lead acid battery grids [31].  They 

discussed using a constant transfer resistance across the cell as well as fitting an equation 

to experimental or model output data.   
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In order to determine the 3D current distribution in our model, the overall battery 

cell is converted into a grid of 1D electrochemical models as shown in Figure 5.  The 

electrochemical models use porous-electrode theory developed for lithium ion batteries 

by Doyle, Fuller and Newman [23] as discussed in Chapter 1.  These models solve the 

battery cell for the following six parameters: solution phase lithium ion concentration, 

solid phase lithium concentration, solution current, reaction rate, solid potential, and 

solution potential.  The current collector plates are treated as 2D networks of standard 

resistors that vary with temperature.  All of the current is assumed to be redistributed in 

the current collector foils and then to travel perpendicular to the cell through the other 

battery layers.  This should be a reasonable assumption given that the current collector 

foils are orders of magnitude more conductive than the other layers of the cell (see 

Appendix A for material property data).   

 

Figure 5: Schematic of overall model structure.  Current collector foils are treated as a 2D network of resistors 

and the electrochemical cell is made up of a grid of 1D electrochemical models.   The current enters and leaves 

the battery through the current collector tabs specified at specific nodes on the battery.   

 

Total current in 

Total current out 
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To determine the current distribution between the electrochemical nodes, each 1D 

electrochemical model is replaced by a variable non-linear resistor, as shown in Figure 6, 

representing the local I-V curve of the electrochemical cell.  This I-V curve varies in both 

time and space in the model and is calculated directly from the electrochemical 

simulations, as will be discussed in section 2.2.    

 

Figure 6: Schematic of model structure showing a 1D electrochemical model replaced with an I-V curve.  Each 

1D electrochemical model is replaced, which would result in 16 different curves in this example.   

 

Using this framework and applying current conservation, which states that the 

current entering each node on the current collector plate must equal the current exiting 

each node  (as shown in Figure 7 and Equation 2.1) the current into each of the 1D 

electrochemical models can be calculated.   

B214 + B�14 = B2)4 + B�)4 + B��g���/�Wg�,2,�          [2.1] 

Each 1D electrochemical node 
replaced with a non-linear resistor 
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Figure 7: Schematic of current flow at each current collector node. 

From Equation 2.1, a system of non-linear equations is generated to determine the 

overall current distribution within a battery cell.   This set of equations is applied to each 

node on each current collector plate.  For a battery with 4x4 electrochemical nodes as 

shown in Figure 5, this would result in a system of 32 equations with 16 on each current 

collector plate. 

From Ohm’s law, for current in the plane of the current collector plate: 

B214,� = l��&\,�1��,�m9                                     [2.2] 

Where Vx,y  is the voltage of the node on the current collector at position (x,y), R 

is the temperature dependent resistance of the current collector foil between the two 

nodes, and I is the current between the two nodes. 

  IElectrochem,x,y is the electrochemical current through the battery cell at node (x,y).   

This is defined as a cubic fit to the I-V relationship of the electrochemical model for that 

node.   

B��g���/�Wg�,2,� = r�∆Q2,��� + ��∆Q2,��� + ��∆Q2,�� +D    [2.3] 

 

IElectrochem,x,y 

Ix+1 

Iy-1 

Ix-1 

Iy+1 
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Where ∆Vx,y is the potential difference between the anode and cathode current 

collector foils at (x,y), located directly opposite each other, and A,B,C,D are coefficients 

determined by curve fitting to the I-V profile of that node, as will be explained in section 

2.2.  Any number of curve fits could be used, but a cubic fit is chosen as it produces a 

low R
2
 value over a range of conditions and is computationally efficient. 

This results in a series of non-linear equations that are solved using the Newton-

Raphson method to obtain the voltage at each current collector node in the battery.  The 

anode and current collector tabs provide the boundary conditions.  The anode tab is taken 

to be the reference voltage of V = 0 and the cathode tab specified as the overall voltage of 

the battery.   Once the voltages are determined at all points on the current collector plates, 

the current into each electrochemical node is determined from Equation 2.3.  Each 1D 

electrochemical model node is then fully solved at the current time step with the local 

current as the input.  Variations for power and current control are discussed in section 

2.3. 

In the case of a prismatic cell stack, this methodology can be expanded, linking all 

of the cells together and applying nodal analysis to the entire system.   In this case, 

current from the current collector plates can go into either the cell on the left or the right, 

as shown in Figure 8, because the cells are electrically in parallel.  
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Figure 8: Diagram of current pathways in a cell stack 

 

All of the anode current collector tabs are again specified to be at the same 

reference voltage of zero and the cathode current collector tabs are all at the same 

specified overall voltage of the battery.  This allows for further determination of current 

distributions between cells in a stack and the corresponding coupled temperature effects.    

 

2.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL CURRENT-VOLTAGE RELATIONSHIP 

 

The electrochemical current as a function of voltage is determined by running 

each electrochemical node at several current densities over the same time step to 

determine the voltage drop for each current, as shown in Figure 9.    A cubic curve fit is 

applied to the results to obtain Equation 2.3, which is used to solve for the current 

distribution in the battery as previously discussed. 
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Figure 9: Curve fit to obtain equation for how current varies as a function of voltage across the 1D 

electrochemical cell.  This curve fit is for a particular state of charge, temperature, and concentration profile 

and will change over both time and space in the battery.   

 

During discharge, as lithium is transported from anode to cathode, the current will 

drop for a given voltage level resulting in a shifting downward of the current-voltage 

curves as seen in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Changing I-V profile over time during a 5C discharge 
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To save on the computational time that would be involved in running all of the 

electrochemical nodes multiple times at each time step, this shift downward can be 

approximated from the drop in current for a given voltage over the prior time step.    This 

∆I is applied to shift the entire curve downward while the shape of the curve is kept 

constant.   Each 1D electrochemical model then needs to be run only once at each time 

step to solve for the six variables (solid and solution concentration, solid and solution 

potential, reaction rate, and solution phase current) rather than multiple times at different 

currents to also generate a new I-V curve.  

The model checks for the accuracy of the predicted curve fit by comparing the 

voltage drop between the anode and cathode current collectors for a given current 

density, as calculated from the electrochemical model, with the current predicted by the 

cubic fit at the same ∆V.  If this error is outside of a specified threshold, then the cubic 

fits are recalculated for all of the nodes in the battery by running each 1D electrochemical 

node at multiple currents.   This approximation compares favorably with the condition of 

running the current sweep at every time step, while significantly reducing computational 

time. 

  

2.3 POWER AND CURRENT CONTROL 

 

Using the previously described nodal analysis framework, it is straightforward to 

implement power and current control in the model.  In the case of current or power 
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control, the cathode current collector tab voltage becomes an unknown.  An additional 

equation is added to the system of equations which specifies that the sum of the currents 

leaving all tabs on the cathode must equal the total current specified for the battery: 

B�k�� =  ∑ B�k�,"#g�g���/!g �k��"74                                        [2.4] 

 

For power control, a second additional equation is required: 

 

��k�� = B�k�� ∗ Q�k��                                                 [2.5] 

 

and the full system of equations is solved as before using the Newton-Raphson numerical 

method.   

 

2.4   THERMAL-ELECTROCHEMICAL MODEL COUPLING 

Coupling is required between a thermal model and an electrochemical model to 

determine temperatures throughout the battery and the impact of temperature changes on 

electrochemical performance. The electrochemical-thermal model is coupled in a similar 

way to the methodology described by Song and Evans [6], which assumes quasi steady-

state temperature over a given time step.  At the end of each time step, the heat 

generation rate is calculated for each node from both the electrochemical results 

(Equation 1.19) and from resistive heating in the current collector foils (Equation 2.6).  

The thermal model uses the heat generation data to determine temperature distributions 
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throughout the battery for the next time step taking into account heat capacity and heat 

transfer within the battery and between the battery and the surroundings.    

 Resistive heating in the current collector foils is treated as follows: 

NO = 0.5 �lQ2,� − Q214,�m�
;214�,� + lQ2,� − Q2)4,�m�

;2)4�,� + lQ2,� − Q2,�14m�
;2,�14�

+ lQ2,� − Q2,�)4m�
;2,�)4�

�O
 

[2.6] 

Where Vx,y is the voltage on the current collector in the center of node (x,y) and R 

is the local current collector resistance, which varies based on local temperature.   The 

new local temperature at each node is then calculated based on the local heat generation 

rate and heat transfer between nodes and to the surroundings.   

Heat transfer between nodes is based on a standard heat conduction equation: 

��� �G�� = �2 �(G�2( + �� �(G��( + �* �(G��(                                [2.7] 

Where k is the thermal conductivity, T is temperature, t is time, ρ is density and 

Cp is heat capacity.   The x and y direction are in the plane of the current collector and the 

z direction is between cells in a stack.  As a result, kx and ky are calculated for the battery  

layers (current collector foils, electrodes, and separator) being in parallel and kz for the 

layers being in series. 

  For kx and ky the effective thermal conductivity is the sum of the conductivity of 

each layer times its volume fraction.  

�2 = �� = v �' '̀
�

'74  
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  [2.8] 

For kz the effective thermal conductivity is the inverse sum of the conductivities 

of each layer times the volume fraction. 

1�* = v '̀�'
�

'74  

[2.9] 

The model allows for both convective and radiative heat transfer to the 

surroundings: 

�O�/", = ℎ�R"/!g − Rk���                                         [2.10] 

�O�k! = D �R"/!g� − Rk��� �                                        [2.11] 

Where q is the heat transfer rate from the battery node to the surroundings per unit area, 

Tnode is the temperature of that node in the battery, Tamb is the ambient temperature, h is 

the convective heat transfer coefficient in (W/cm
2
 K), E is the emissivity, and σ is the 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant.   The heat transfer coefficient (h) and the emissivity (E) are 

user defined constants that are specified for each of the six faces of the battery.   

Conductive heat transfer to the surroundings, which primarily takes place through the 

current collector tabs, may be added in a future update to the model.   Conductive heat 

transfer can be approximated by adjusting h for some faces of the battery.   

 The temperature is considered constant across the five battery layers, but will vary 

in the plane of the current collector and between cells in a cell stack.  This approximation 

is considered reasonable as a single cell, which has a thickness of around 0.03 

centimeters, is thermally thin [30]. 
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Similar to the solution of the electrochemical equations, the above equation is 

converted to a finite difference approximation and solved in matrix form using the 

Newton-Raphson numerical method as discussed in section 1.6.4.  From this solution, the 

temperature at each node in the battery is calculated.  The temperature then influences the 

electrochemical performance at the next time step.           

In addition, the model checks that the change in temperature over a given time 

step is within a user-defined threshold (generally ~2-3K).  If the temperature change is 

outside of this threshold, the model is rerun over the given time step with the temperature 

taken as the average of the temperature at the start of the time step and the temperature 

that was calculated for the end of the time step.    

2.5  Improving Convergence Stability 

Convergence can be difficult due to the highly non-linear nature of some of the 

equations, particularly if material properties, such as diffusivity or conductivity, vary 

strongly with temperature or concentration.    Convergence is particularly challenging on 

the first time step as a good initial guess is required to enable the model to reach a 

converged solution.   To handle these difficulties, the model starts at an initially low 

current value, which is in the linear range of Butler-Volmer electrode kinetics, and then 

geometrically increases the current, using the prior current as an initial guess, until the 

desired current level is reached as seen in Figure 11.   A set of linear equations are solved 

at the initially low current value (with a starting current generally set to ~0.001% of the 
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final target current level) to generate initial guesses for a full solution using the Newton-

Raphson method.   

  

Figure 11: Current sweep at the start of simulation to aid in convergence 

 

On subsequent time steps, the values from the prior steps are used as an initial guess.  

Applying a variable time step would aid in convergence stability in this case, but has not 

yet been implemented in the model.   

2.6  MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA 

The model requires a large set of physical property data for each of the five 

battery cell layers.  Many of these parameters vary with temperature and/or 

concentration.  All of the data used in the simulation were gathered from various sources 

in the literature.  As such, the simulation results are indicative of a representative lithium 

ion battery cell with lithium graphite and lithium iron phosphate electrodes as opposed to 

a specific experimental cell to which these results were matched.     
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The full set of material property data used in the simulation results are shown in 

Appendix A.  By varying this set of data the model can be used to simulate various 

lithium ion battery chemistries and configurations.    
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Chapter 3: Model Results 

  

The 3D thermal-electrochemical battery model has been used to investigate 

several areas important to battery development including: 

• transient 3D current density distribution coupled with thermal effects 

• design optimization of current collector thickness and  tab placement 

• lithium plating on the anode in three dimensions 

The following simulations are modeled with a 20x30cm size single cell battery 

with a 4cm wide tab on each positive and negative current collector foil.  The simulations 

are run with (20x30) nodes in the plane of the current collector foils and 25 mesh points 

across the thickness of the electrochemical cell.   Increasing the number of nodes, mesh 

spaces, and time steps further is found to have minimal impact on the results as shown in 

Appendix B.   The full set of material property data and design parameters used for the 

battery simulations can be found in Appendix A.   Most of the simulation results are run 

at high discharge rates to simulate the types of power levels seen in hybrid electric 

vehicle operation.   

3.1 COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM THE LITERATURE 

To verify that the model is generating results representative of a lithium 

graphite/lithium iron phosphate cell, a cell discharge cycle was compared to some 

experimental results in the literature.   The material property data (Appendix A) used to 

simulate the cell was compiled from a variety of sources in the literature, so can be 
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considered representative of a typical LiC6/LiFePO4 cell as opposed to being fit to a 

specific cell configuration.   Figure 12 compares simulated discharge curves from the 

model for an isothermal discharge at various C-rates with experimental data from Shim 

and Striebel [32].  The exact design parameters of the experimental cell are unknown, but 

the values chosen for the model are likely to be representative.  The simulation results 

match the overall voltage trends from the experimental data for discharge rate and 

capacity. The overall voltages are slightly higher than the experimental data, but well 

within the voltage range of other experimental data from the literature, which can be up 

to 0.3V higher [33][34] than the experimental data shown below.   

 
Figure 12: Comparison of model discharge results (solid lines) with experimental discharge data (ovals) from 

Shim and Striebel [32] 

 

3.2 CURRENT DISTRIBUTION 

The 3D thermal-electrochemical model is used to investigate current distributions 

throughout a battery cell and how these change over time.  Understanding the current 
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distribution is important for safety and long term durability.  Highly non-uniform current 

distributions can lead to excessive localized heating, non-uniformities in state of charge, 

or increased risk of lithium plating. 

The following set of simulations are run with a cell discharged at a 5C rate (1C  is 

a full discharge in 1 hour, based upon theoretical capacity, so 5C is a full discharge in 12 

minutes).  The aluminum current collector foil is set to 10µm thick (shared by two cells in 

a stack) and the copper current collector is set to a thickness that gives equal conductivity 

to the aluminum current collector foil at 298K.    

Figure 13 shows the local current density distribution in mA/cm
2
 as measured by 

the current distribution between the 1D electrochemical numerical nodes in the battery 

(see section 2.1 for a full discussion on how current distribution is calculated).  This 

represents the current distribution in the plane of the separator of the battery cell.  The 

arrows represent the anode and cathode current collector tabs.  Each foil has one 4cm 

wide current collector tab located on the bottom edge one quarter from the side as shown 

in Figure 13.   
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Figure 13:  Local current density distribution in mA/cm^2.  At the start of a 5C discharge.  Red arrows indicate 

current collector tab position, one 4cm wide tab on each current collector.   Max current is 9.4% above 

minimum current.  

At the start of discharge, the maximum current density, which is located at the 

tabs, is 20.4 mA/cm
2
, which is 9.4% higher than the minimum current density located on 

the opposite edge of the battery. 

3.2.1 Transient Current Distribution in Isothermal Versus Adiabatic Conditions 

 The transient response can also be simulated to see how the current distribution 

evolves over time. Figure 14 shows the current distribution in the same battery after 30 

seconds of discharge under isothermal conditions (so all temperature effects are 

neglected).  The maximum current is now only 7.1% above the minimum as the changes 

in local concentration in the solid and solution phase over time have led to greater current 

uniformity.    
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Figure 14: Local current density distribution in mA/cm^2 after 30 seconds of isothermal discharge at a 5C rate.  

Maximum current is 7.1% above the minimum current.    

 

Simulating the battery under adiabatic conditions results in the current distribution 

shown below in Figure 15. In this case the maximum current is 21 mA/cm
2
, 12.4% above 

the minimum current, which is more non-uniform than at the start of discharge.  The 

higher heat generation rates near the current collector tabs, due to both ohmic heating in 

the foil and higher electrochemical rates of reaction, drive higher temperatures at the tabs 

(as seen in Figure 16).  Higher temperatures lower the effective resistance of the 

electrochemical cell and lead to higher current flow to those parts of the battery.  A 

number of the material properties including diffusivity and conductivity increase with 

temperature as does the exchange current density, all of which lead to greater current 

flow to the parts of the battery at higher temperatures.  These results show the importance 

of incorporating the thermal effects in determining current distribution in the battery.    
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Figure 15: Local current density distribution in mA/cm2 after 30 seconds of 5C discharge under adiabatic 

conditions.  The maximum current is 12.4% above the minimum current.   

 
Figure 16: Temperature in Kelvin after 30 seconds of adiabatic discharge at 5C.  

3.2.2 Current Distributions and Cooling System Design 

These thermal effects lead to the question of how cooling system design can 

influence current distribution in a battery.  Two simple cases are compared: liquid 

cooling on the same side as the current collector tabs and liquid cooling on the opposite 

side of the battery of the current collector tabs.  Figure 17 shows the temperature 

distribution after 30 seconds of discharge with liquid cooling on the same side as the 
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current collector tabs and Figure 18 shows the temperature distribution with liquid 

cooling on the opposite side as the current collector tabs.  For both cases the heat transfer 

coefficient (h) is set to 0.1 W/cm
2
 K and occurs just along the top or bottom edge of the 

cell, which is 20cm by .03 cm in area.   

Cooling on the same side as the tabs reduces the temperature non-uniformity in 

the cell as seen in Figure 17, and thereby results in a more uniform current distribution 

than in the adiabatic case.  In this case, the maximum current is 10.2% above the 

minimum current after 30 seconds of discharge as seen in Figure 19.   Cooling on the 

opposite side of the tabs leads to an even more non-uniform temperature (Figure 18) and 

current distribution.  In this case, the maximum current is 13.4% above the minimum 

current after 30 seconds of discharge as seen in Figure 20.     

 

 
Figure 17: Temperature profile after 30 seconds of discharge at a 5C rate with liquid cooling on the same side as 

the current collector tabs 
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Figure 18: Temperature profile in Kelvin after 30 seconds of adiabatic discharge at 5C rate with liquid cooling 

on the opposite side of the current collector tabs. 

 

 
Figure 19: Local current density in mA/cm^2 after 30 seconds of discharge at a 5C rate with liquid cooling on 

the same side as the current collector tabs.  Max current is 10.2% above minimum.  
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Figure 20: Local current density in mA/cm^2 after 30 seconds of discharge at a 5C rate with liquid cooling on 

the opposite side of the current collector tabs.   Max current is 13.4% above minimum. 

These four cases: isothermal, adiabatic, cooling same side as tabs, and cooling 

opposite side from tabs are compared over a 60 second 5C discharge.  The maximum 

current density divided by the minimum current density in the battery are plotted for 

these four cases in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21: Maximum local current density divided by minimum local current density over a 60 second discharge 

at a 5C rate. 

For the isothermal case, the maximum current density divided by the minimum 

current density decreases at a fairly linear rate over 60 seconds.  The worst-case scenario 

is cooling opposite from the tabs, in which case the current continues to become more 

non-uniform throughout the 60 seconds, approaching a plateau of 14% at 60 seconds.  

For the adiabatic case, the system reaches a maximum non-uniformity at around 30 

seconds and then starts to become more uniform again as the concentration and local state 

of charge effects begin to dominate the thermal effects.  The case of cooling on the same 

side as the tabs performs in between the isothermal and adiabatic case, reaching a 

maximum non-uniformity at around 10 seconds.  As can be seen, it is critical to consider 

the thermal effects in a battery as neglecting these effects can lead to significant 
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inaccuracies in predicting local current distribution in the design or control of lithium-ion 

batteries.    

 

3.2.3 Current Distribution Between Cells in a Stack 

Thermal effects will also lead to non-uniform current distribution between cells in 

a planar stack.  The above cell is simulated as part of a 20 cell stack and the current 

distribution between cells in the stack is calculated.  The system assumes cooling with a 

heat transfer coefficient (h) of 0.01W/cm
2
 K on the face of the end cells of the stack.  The 

stack is treated as symmetric, so only half the stack is simulated; the first cell (at the stack 

center) transfers no heat on the side at the center of the stack.   The average temperature 

in each cell over a 60 second discharge at 5C is shown in Figure 22.  The ambient and 

initial stack temperature is 298K.    

 
Figure 22:  Average temperature in each cell over a 60 second discharge at 5C for a 20 cell stack (10 cells shown) 

 

Over time, a steeper temperature gradient is generated from the end of the stack. 
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This temperature distribution will lead to increasing current non-uniformities between 

cells in the stack as seen in Figure 23, with less current going to the cooler cells towards 

the end of the stack.  The current density shown is the overall average current density for 

each cell.   

 
Figure 23:  Average current density in each cell during a 60 second discharge at 5C in a 20 cell stack (10 cells 

shown).   

 

3.3 DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF CURRENT COLLECTOR THICKNESS AND TAB 

PLACEMENT 

A significant portion of a battery cell is taken up by material that does not store 

energy including the separator, electrolyte, current collector foils, and casing.   Based on 

a study by Johnson and White [35] in 2000 looking at commercialized lithium ion 

batteries approximately, 50% of the cell by volume and 60% by weight is taken up by 

these non-active materials.  This indicates that there may be an opportunity to improve 

energy and power density by optimizing cell design.  The current collector foils in their 

study on average took up 17% of the total mass of the battery and 7% of the volume.  In 
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portable electronic and vehicle battery applications, both volume and mass are at a 

premium so there is a strong incentive to minimize both size and weight in battery 

designs.  One way to do this is to optimize the current collector thickness and current 

collector tab placement. 

The following simulations investigating the influence of the current collector 

thickness and the current collector tab placement on battery behavior were run at an 80% 

initial state of charge.  As in the prior examples, a 20x30cm battery cell with a single 4cm 

wide tab on each current collector foil is simulated.  A more detailed listing of all of the 

material property data and design parameters are in Appendix A.      

 

3.3.1 Impact of Current Collector Thickness on Battery Performance 

The thickness of the current collector can have a significant impact on overall 

battery performance including efficiency, power and energy density, maximum power 

capabilities, heat generation rates, current and potential uniformity, and power losses. 

As would be expected, as the current collector thickness increases the power 

output increases.  This can be seen in Figure 24 for a cell discharged at an 8C rate (1C 

corresponds to a full discharge in 1 hour so 8C is a full discharge in 7.5 minutes).  The 

increasing power output is primarily due to lower ohmic losses (I
2
R) in the current 

collector foils due to the higher conductivity of thicker foils.  To a much lesser extent the 

current uniformity can impact the overall power output due to electrochemical 

efficiencies, but in the cell simulated here the impact is <1%.   The tab configuration is 

the same as in section 3.2 with tabs one quarter of the way in from either side along the 

20cm edge of the battery.   
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Figure 24: Overall cell power output versus current collector thickness 

By dividing the total power output of the battery by the total volume of the battery 

cell, an overall power density can be obtained as seen in Figure 25.   The total power 

continues to increase as the foil thickness increases, but so does the overall volume and 

mass of the battery, resulting in a maximum volumetric power density at 10µm for this 

particular cell discharged at an 8C rate.  It should be noted that the foil thickness to 

maximize volumetric power density will be highly dependent on the size of the battery as 

well as the discharge rate.   
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Figure 25: Volumetric power density versus current collector thickness 

 

Power is calculated as total cell voltage at the tabs multiplied by the total cell 

current measured at the tabs.  This is taken to be the instantaneous power at the start of 

discharge, so temperature effects and concentration gradients are not part of these results.  

Power density is calculated by taking the total cell power divided by the total cell 

volume, which includes the five layers (electrodes, separator, and foils) but not any 

casing or tab material.   The current collector foil thickness is the total thickness in a 

battery stack configuration, where the foil would be shared by two electrodes.  The listed 

thickness is for the aluminum current collector foil and the copper foil is chosen so that 

the conductivity is equal to the aluminum foil electrical conductivity at 298K. 

Another important factor in the design of the current collector foils is the overall 

current uniformity of the system.  As was seen in section 3.2, there will be some non-

uniformities in the current distribution across the cell, with higher current densities 
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occurring near the tabs. The current uniformity is quantified by dividing the maximum 

local current density by the minimum local current density as measured by the current 

entering a 1D electrochemical numerical node.   Figure 26 shows how the current 

collector thickness influences the current uniformity of the system.  For a 5µm foil the 

maximum current is 15% higher than the minimum at the start of discharge and this drops 

to less than 2% as the thickness is increased to 50µm. 

 

Figure 26: Maximum local current density divided by minimum local current density as a function of current 

collector thickness 

 

3.3.2 Current Collector Thickness and Discharge Rate 

The impact of current collector thickness on power losses, current non-uniformity 

and power density is investigated at current collector thicknesses between 5 and 50µm 

and discharge rates from 2-10C.   In these examples, the tabs are located in the middle of 

the opposite 20cm edges (configuration D in Figure 29) 
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Figure 27 shows the percentage power loss in the current collector foils based on 

the current collector foil thickness and discharge rate.  This is calculated by comparing 

the total power generated electrochemically in the battery to the measured power at the 

tabs.   

 
Figure 27: Percentage of the total electrochemical power generated that is lost in the current collector foils as a 

function of discharge rate and foil thickness 

  As expected, power losses (I
2
R) in the current collector foil increases 

significantly with increasing discharge rate and decreasing current collector thickness.  

The higher the discharge rate, the more important it is to have thicker foils to minimize 

these power losses as well as to minimize the corresponding ohmic heating in the foils, 

which can lead to overheating and damage the battery.  The current collector thickness to 

maximize overall volumetric power density also increases slightly with discharge rate as 

shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: Normalized volumetric power density for various discharge rates as a function of current collector 

thickness.  Power is normalized to the maximum power at each discharge rate.   

In addition to maximizing the volumetric power density, other factors need to be 

taken into account in determining the optimal current collector thickness including the 

power losses, heat generation, and current non-uniformity effects of different current 

collector foil thickness.   

 

3.3.3 Current Collector Tab Placement 

The current collector tab placement in the system can also have a significant 

impact on overall battery performance.  The tabs connect the current collector foils to the 

external circuit so all of the current flows through the tabs.   Eight different tab 

configurations, shown in Figure 29, are compared.   

 

 



 

Figure 29: Tab configurations.  Each black arrow represents a 4cm wide current collector tab.  Arrows pointing 

towards the battery are anode current collector tabs and arrows pointing away are cathode current collector 

tabs. 

Figure 30 shows the overall power density based on current collector tab 

placement.  The lines are ordered from A

Configuration A, which has current collector tabs located in the middle of the long 

the battery exhibits the best overall power density as the average path length travelled by 

the current is minimized by this tab location.  Configurations B and C are slightly worse 

and exhibit nearly identical power density performance.  Configura

have tabs located on the short side of the battery perform slightly worse than when

are located on the long edge.  The worst

are located at the corners of the battery as shown with c

three configurations exhibit nearly identical 
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: Tab configurations.  Each black arrow represents a 4cm wide current collector tab.  Arrows pointing 

towards the battery are anode current collector tabs and arrows pointing away are cathode current collector 

shows the overall power density based on current collector tab 

placement.  The lines are ordered from A-H in the order of decreasing power density.  

Configuration A, which has current collector tabs located in the middle of the long 

the battery exhibits the best overall power density as the average path length travelled by 

the current is minimized by this tab location.  Configurations B and C are slightly worse 

and exhibit nearly identical power density performance.  Configurations D and E, which 

have tabs located on the short side of the battery perform slightly worse than when

are located on the long edge.  The worst performing tab configurations are when the tabs 

are located at the corners of the battery as shown with configurations F, G, and H.  These 

three configurations exhibit nearly identical poor power density performance.   

: Tab configurations.  Each black arrow represents a 4cm wide current collector tab.  Arrows pointing 

towards the battery are anode current collector tabs and arrows pointing away are cathode current collector 

shows the overall power density based on current collector tab 

H in the order of decreasing power density.  

Configuration A, which has current collector tabs located in the middle of the long side of 

the battery exhibits the best overall power density as the average path length travelled by 

the current is minimized by this tab location.  Configurations B and C are slightly worse 

tions D and E, which 

have tabs located on the short side of the battery perform slightly worse than when tabs 

performing tab configurations are when the tabs 

onfigurations F, G, and H.  These 

power density performance.     
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Figure 30: Volumetric power density based on current collector tab placement and current collector thickness.  

(See Figure 29 for tab configurations) 

 

The eight tab positions are also compared for current uniformity in the plane of 

the separator as seen in Figure 31. From most uniform current to least uniform, the 

current the current collector tab positions are ordered as follows A, D, C, B, H, F, E, G.  

A more even current distribution leads to more uniform battery utilization and in general 

would be more desirable for a battery design.   Configuration A has the best performance 

for both power density and current uniformity, but for the other tab configurations, better 

current uniformity does not necessarily translate into better overall power density.  

Configurations E and G, which have both tabs along the same short edge, exhibit the 

most non-uniform current density distribution.  As would be expected, the differences in 

current uniformity are more substantial as the current collector gets thinner. When the 
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current collector is thicker, the conductivity increases, and the voltage drop along the 

length of the foil is reduced.     

 

 
Figure 31: Maximum local current density divided by minimum local current density as a function of current 

collector thickness for different current collector tab configurations.  (See Figure 29 for tab configurations) 

 

3.3.4 Current Collector Tab Width 

The width of the current collector tabs (taken to be 4cm in all the prior examples) 

will also influence current uniformity and power losses in the current collector foils.  

Figure 32 and Figure 33 below show the impact of current collector tab width on power 

losses and current uniformity.  In these results, the tabs are located at the center of 

opposite long edges of the battery (configuration A in Figure 29). In the design of 

batteries, the width of the tabs needs to be balanced with the current collector thickness to 

arrive at an overall optimal design.   A thicker tab will allow a more uniform current 

distribution and lower power losses with a thinner current collector foil. For example, a 

cell with 10cm wide tabs and a 5µm current collector foil will have the same power 
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losses in the foil as a cell with a 4cm wide tab and a 20µm thick current collector foil. 

The trade-off between tab width and current collector thickness will depend on other 

overall design and space constraints for the battery.   

 

 
Figure 32: % Power loss in current collector foil as a function of current collector thickness and current 

collector tab width. 

 
Figure 33: Maximum current divided by minimum current as a function of current collector thickness and 

current collector tab width.   
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3.4 LITHIUM PLATING 

Lithium plating is a major concern with lithium ion batteries due to its impact on 

safety and long term durability.  Lithium plating occurs when the local potential 

difference between the electrode and electrolyte (Ф1 – Ф2) drops below zero.  The 

potential of the electrolyte is taken to be that of a hypothetical lithium reference electrode 

that can probe the solution immediately adjacent to the surface.  If the reference electrode 

is taken to be reversible to lithium metal plating, this means that potentials more positive 

than the reference value would induce lithium metal dissolution, and potentials more 

negative than that reference would induce lithium plating on the electrode.  The process 

of lithium plating results from current levels that are too high, or situations where the 

graphite anode becomes locally saturated with lithium.     

In a hybrid electric vehicle, energy is recaptured during braking by charging the 

battery.  This regenerative braking is often limited by the maximum safe power levels 

that the battery can accept based state of charge, temperature, and other factors that 

influence lithium plating risk.  The higher the power levels that the battery can accept 

during a braking event the more fuel the vehicle can conserve.   One of the major 

limitations on charging levels is lithium plating on the anode.   

As was seen in section 3.2, there can be significant non-uniformities in current 

distribution along the length of the battery cell.  Utilizing the cell average current density 

to predict lithium plating can result in under predicting the lithium plating risk.  Also, as 

will be shown, the prior condition of the battery at the start of charging can influence the 

lithium plating risk, and should be taken into account in the design and control of 

batteries.  By understanding these factors, vehicle fuel efficiency performance can be 

maximized while ensuring safe battery operation.   
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Figure 34 shows the minimum local electrode minus electrolyte potential (Ф1 – 

Ф2)  in each 1D electrochemical numerical node in the battery during charging at a 1.25C 

rate.  When this value drops below zero, lithium plating can occur.  This is indicated by 

the regions in black on the figures.  The same battery cell is simulated here as in Section 

3.2.  After 5 seconds of charging, lithium plating occurs at the edge of the battery just at 

the tabs.  After 10 seconds of charging lithium plating occurs along the first 3cm of 

length of the battery.  It is not until more than 15 seconds of charging that plating begins 

to occur in the center of the battery, which is close to the average overall current density.  

Taking a 1D approximation of the battery would falsely predict more than an additional 

10 seconds of safe charging before lithium plating.   This illustrates the importance of 

simulating the battery in three dimensions.     

 

 
Figure 34:  Minimum electrode potential minus electrolyte potential at each 1D electrochemical numerical node 

in the battery.  Black region (Ф1 – Ф2 <= 0) denotes areas where lithium can plate.     

The lowest (Ф1 – Ф2) values occur at the anode-separator interface as shown in 

Figure 35, as this is where reaction rates are highest.   Based on these results, plating will 

preferentially occur at the anode-separator interface near the tabs.  

After 5 seconds After 10 seconds After 15 seconds
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Figure 35:  Solid potential minus solution potential (Ф1-Ф2) versus position in the anode for one of the 1D 

electrochemical nodes located at the current collector tab after 15 seconds of charging.   

It is also important to take into account the prior condition of the battery in 

predicting lithium plating.  The above case assumes the system starts at a uniform initial 

condition (x = 0.7 in LixC6 everywhere in the anode) and also assumes that the entire 

battery is at the ambient temperature of 298K.  Charging at 1.25C following a high 

discharge event, for example braking soon after a hard acceleration event, will result in a 

different potential profile in the battery.   

An example is simulated where the battery is discharged adiabatically for 10 

seconds at 5C followed by 30 seconds of charging at 1.25C.   The state of charge of the 

overall battery at the start of the charging event is the same as in the previous example (x 

= 0.7 in LixC6). The discharge event leads to both non-uniformities in temperature and 

concentration, which will influence the current and potential distribution in the battery at 

the start of charging.  In the first example, when starting with uniform initial conditions, 

the maximum local current density in the battery is 9% above the minimum local current 

density, whereas when the charging event is preceded by the 5C discharge the maximum 

local current density is 13.2% above the minimum local current density.   
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Despite the more non-uniform current on charging, the minimum electrode 

potential minus electrolyte potential (Ф1 – Ф2) actually remains higher throughout the 

battery, making the lithium plating risk lower.   During the discharge event, the reaction 

preferentially occurs at the electrode-separator interface as shown in Figure 36, resulting 

in a local lithium concentration lower than the x = 0.7 average throughout the anode as 

seen in Figure 37.  This anode-separator interface will also be where the highest rate of 

reaction occurs on charging and the lower local lithium concentration in the anode here 

reduces the plating risk.   As a result, even after 30 seconds of charging at a 1.25C rate, 

no lithium plating will occur anywhere in the battery.   

 

 
Figure 36: Reaction versus position in the anode 
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Figure 37: Lithium fraction at the electrode surface versus position in the anode 

In a similar manner, prolonged charging events increase the risk of lithium plating 

as the concentration at the electrode surface at the anode-separator interface will increase 

more rapidly than the average concentration in the electrode due to the higher rates of 

reaction here.   The changing concentration of lithium at the electrode surface across the 

thickness of the anode during a 1.25C charging is shown in Figure 38. 

 
Figure 38: Lithium fraction at the electrode surface versus anode position over time 

 

Taking into account the state of the battery at the start of charging event, beyond 

just the average state of charge of the battery, is important in determining safe charging 
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levels.  Prolonged periods of charging pose the highest risk, whereas charging events 

immediately preceded by a discharge are at a lower risk due to the lower concentrations 

of lithium at the anode-separator interface.  It is also important to take into account the 

overall current distribution in the system in three dimensions to ensure that no portion of 

the battery is at risk for an overcharge condition.    

 

3.5 OTHER MODEL USES 

Beyond the examples shown here, the 3D thermal-electrochemical battery model 

can be used for a number of other applications for the design and control of batteries.  

Other parameters can be investigated for design optimization including macroscopic 

dimensions such as layer thicknesses, number of cell layers, battery width and height, or 

on the smaller scale: porosity and particle size effects.   The model can also aid in the 

design of overall battery control systems to determine safe charge and discharge power 

levels under a variety of conditions. The thermal-electrochemical coupling can aid in the 

design of cooling systems and enhance understanding of how cooling system operation 

will influence battery behavior in three dimensions.  The existing model can simulate 

single battery cells and prismatic cell stacks and is in the process of being expanded to 

spirally wound battery cells, which pose their own set of design and control challenges 

for large scale operation.   

Developing large scale batteries for hybrid and electric vehicle applications poses 

a number of unique challenges including stricter standards on safety and long term 

durability, more significant thermal challenges due to both higher power loads and a 

wider range of ambient operating temperatures, greater non-uniformities in three 
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dimensions, and greater cost pressures in order to be competitive with non-electrified 

vehicles.  This development process can be aided with the development of improved 

computational models, such as this one, that can focus development efforts and minimize 

costly experimental iterations.   
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Appendix A: Material Property Data 

The full set of material property data and design parameters used in the 

simulations are listed below.  They come from a variety of sources in the literature as 

noted.  Where applicable when the data is available, the properties are provided as a 

function of temperature and concentration. 

A.1 ELECTROLYTE MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Property Value Reference 

^1 − Aad$/Aad$ _ 
1 Assumed to be 

approximately constant 

Initial concentration 

(moles/cm
3
) 

.001  Design parameter 

Li
+
 Transference number 0.4 [36] 

 

Electrolyte Conductivity к = ��−10.5 + 0.0740R − 6.96 × 101�R� + 0.668� − 0.0178�R + 2.8 × 101��R� +0.494�� − 8.86 × 101���R��     

[T is temperature in Kelvin; C is lithium ion concentration in Molarity] from  [36] 

(when C > 4.5 M  C is set to equal 4.5M) 

 

Thermodynamic Factor 

^1 + Aad`Aad$_ = �0.601 − 0.24�8.� + 0.982l1 − 0.0052�R − 298�m�4.��1 − =)�  

  [C is lithium ion concentration in Molarity] Equation from [36] 

 

Li
+
 diffusion coefficient 

� = 10^�18.���1�.��1 ��G1��§)���
 

 [T is temperature in Kelvin; C is lithium ion concentration in Molarity]  from [36] 
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A.2 ELECTRODE MATERIAL PROPERTIES: 

Property LiC6 Reference LiFePO4 Reference 

Diffusion 

Coefficient 

(cm
2
/s) 

9e-10 [37] 8e-14 [33] 

% by volume of 

non-active 

additive 

12% Calculated from 

[38] 

30% Calculated from 

[38] 

Max lithium 

concentration in 

active electrode 

(moles/cm
3
) 

.0287 Calculated 

(assuming LiC6 

density of 2.27 

g/cm
3 

from 

[38]) 

0.0228 Calculated 

(assuming 

LiFePO4 

density of 3.6 

g/cm
3
 from [38] 

Particle Radius 

(cm) 

11e-3 [38] 52e-6 [38] 

Porosity 0.4 Design 

Parameter 

0.4 Design 

Parameter 

Active Interfacial 

Area Per Unit 

Volume 

1.64e3 Calculated from 

	 = ���  

3.46e5 Calculated from 

	 = ���  

SEI Layer 

Resistance 

(Ohms/cm
2
) 

230  [38] 0  

Electrical 

Conductivity 

(S/cm) 

1 [39] 5e-3 [33] 

Butler-Volmer 

(α) 

0.5 [26] 0.5 [26] 
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Exchange Current Density 

C/ = C/,�gJ h $$�gJj8.� h $¨$¨�gJj8.�
 

Equation from [24], where cref the Li
+
 reference concentration is taken to be the initial 

electrolyte concentration of 1M, and csref is taken to be the lithium concentration in each 

electrode at 50% SOC.  

 

Lithium Graphite: 

C/,�gJ = 20f�1�8888/n.�4�G� 
Equation derived from [40] 

[T is temperature in Kelvin] 

 

 

Lithium Iron Phosphate: C/,�gJ = �1.34 × 101��f�14�888/n.�4�G� 
Equation estimated from data in [41] and [42] 

[T is temperature in Kelvin] 

 

 

Lithium Graphite Entropy: APAR = 344.1347148 × exp �−32.9633287c + 8.316711484�1 + 749.0756003 × exp�−34.7909964 + 8.887143624� − 0.8520278805c
+ 0.36229929c� + 0.2698001697 

Equation from [43], where x is fraction of lithium in LixC6 

 

Lithium Iron Phosphate Entropy: APAR = −0.35376cn + 1.3902c© − 2.2585cª + 1.9635c� − 0.98716c� + 0.28857c� − 0.046272c�
+ 0.0032158c − 1.9186 × 101� 

Curve fit to data from [44], where x is fraction of lithium in LixFePO4 
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Open Circuit Potential 

P = P �gJ + lR − R�gJm APAR  

Lithium Graphite: 

For x > 0.95 P�gJ = −162.54c� + 449.21c� − 413.89c + 127.22 

For  0.90 < x < 0.95 

P�gJ = �−162.54c� + 449.21c� − 413.89c + 127.22�2
+ �−1.6525c� + 3.6877c� − 2.7892c� + 0.7551c + 0.0629�2  

 

For 0.2032 < x < 0.9 P�gJ = −1.6525c� + 3.6877c� − 2.7892c� + 0.7551c + 0.0629 

 

For x < 0.2032 P�gJ = 1683.3c� − 1148.7c� + 286.93c� − 31.745c + 1.5005 

Equation developed by curve fitting to experimental data in [45] where x is the fraction 

of lithium in LixC6. 

 

Lithium Iron Phosphate 

For x < 0.048 P�gJ = 3.02 × 10�c� −  4.34 × 10�c� + 2.46 × 10�c� − 69.7c + 4.3 

 

For 0.048 < x <0.892 P�gJ = 3.42 

For x > 0.892 P�gJ = −5.76 × 10�c� + 2.07 × 10�c� − 2.79 × 10�c� + 1.67 × 10�c − 3.77 × 10� 
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Equation derived from experimental data in [46], where x is fraction of Lithium in 

LixFePO4 

 

A.3 THERMAL PROPERTY DATA 

Material Volumetric Specific Heat (J/cm
3
  

K) 

Reference 

Copper 3.44 [47] 

Lithium Graphite 1.9 [7] 

Separator 2 [7] 

LiFePO4 2 Estimate (data 

unavailable) 

Aluminum 2.42 [47] 

 

Material Thermal Conductivity  

(W/cm K) 

Reference 

Copper 4.01 [47] 

Lithium Graphite .01 [7] 

Separator .005 [7] 

LiFePO4 .01 Estimate (data unavailable) 

Aluminum 2.37 [47] 

 

A.4 CURRENT COLLECTOR FOIL DATA 

 

Copper Current Collector Electrical Conductivity: D�� = −0.04889R� + 54.65R� − 21800R + 3.52 × 10ª 

Curve fit to data from [47] in S/cm for [200 < T < 400 K] 
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Aluminum Current Collector Electrical Conductivity D«� = −0.0325R� + 37.07R� − 15000R + 2.408 × 10ª 

Curve fit to data from [47] in S/cm for [200 < T < 400 K] 

A.5 DESIGN PARAMETERS 

Cell Layer Thickness (cm) 

Anode 1e-2          (5.5e-3 for 3.1) 

Cathode 1.5e-2       (8.5e-3 for 3.1) 

Separator 3e-3 

 

Battery Height (cm) 30 

Battery Width (cm) 20 
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Appendix B: Discretization Error Check 

The number of mesh spaces within the 1D electrochemical model, the number of 

1D electrochemical nodes, and the number of time steps were varied for an adiabatic 5C 

discharge over 20 seconds to estimate the error associated with the parameters chosen for 

this thesis.  The number of time steps were varied from 5-40, the number of mesh spaces 

in each electrode varied from 5-20, and the number of 1D electrochemical nodes varied 

from 24 to 1350 in configurations of 4x6, 5x8, 10x15, 20x30, and 30x45. 

 The figures below show the error percentage associated with the max local 

current density and temperature when independently varying the number of time steps, 

mesh spaces, and electrochemical nodes.  The error % is calculated from the following 

equation: 

 

f��e� % = " − �k2 �k2 × 100 

 

Where X is the parameter being measured (i.e. max current density or max local 

temperature) calculated at either the maximum number of mesh spaces, time steps, or 

electrochemical nodes simulated (for Xmax)  or some lower value of these parameters (for 

Xn).   The number of mesh spaces, time steps, and electrochemical nodes used in the 

simulations for this thesis are circled on each of the plots.   
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Figure 39:  Error associated with varying the number of 1D electrochemical nodes 

 

 

 
Figure 40:  Error associated with varying the number of mesh spaces in each electrode 
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Figure 41: Error associated with varying the number of time steps over a 20 second interval 
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